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1.An administrator is adding a switch to a network that is running Cisco ISE and is only for IP Phones
The phones do not have the ability to authenticate via 802 1X.
Which command is needed on each switch port for authentication?
A. dot1x system-auth-control
B. enable bypass-mac
C. enable network-authentication
D. mab
Answer: D
Explanation:
https://www.cisco.com/en/US/docs/ios-xml/ios/sec_usr_aaa/configuration/15-2mt/sec-config-mab.html
2.A network administrator must configura endpoints using an 802 1X authentication method with EAP
identity certificates that are provided by the Cisco ISE When the endpoint presents the identity certificate
to Cisco ISE to validate the certificate, endpoints must be authorized to connect to the network.
Which EAP type must be configured by the network administrator to complete this task?
A. EAP-PEAP-MSCHAPv2
B. EAP-TTLS
C. EAP-FAST
D. EAP-TLS
Answer: D
Explanation:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/troubleshoot/windows-server/networking/certificate-requirements-eaptls-peap about EAP FAST
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/docs/wireless-mobility/eap-fast/200322-Understanding-EAPFAST-and-Chaining-imp.html
3.Which advanced option within a WLAN must be enabled to trigger Central Web Authentication for
Wireless users on AireOS controller?
A. DHCP server
B. static IP tunneling
C. override Interface ACL
D. AAA override
Answer: D
4.Which two actions occur when a Cisco ISE server device administrator logs in to a device? (Choose
two)
A. The device queries the internal identity store
B. The Cisco ISE server queries the internal identity store
C. The device queries the external identity store
D. The Cisco ISE server queries the external identity store.
E. The device queries the Cisco ISE authorization server
Answer: A,D
5.Refer to the exhibit.
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An engineer is configuring Cisco ISE for guest services They would like to have any unregistered guests
redirected to the guest portal for authentication then have a CoA provide them with full access to the
network that is segmented via firewalls
Why is the given configuration failing to accomplish this goal?
A. The Guest Flow condition is not in the line that gives access to the quest portal
B. The Network_Access_Authentication_Passed condition will not work with guest services for portal
access.
C. The Permit Access result is not set to restricted access in its policy line
D. The Guest Portal and Guest Access policy lines are in the wrong order
Answer: D
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